Name :

Magnetism
Match each word to its correct description.
electromagnetism

an invisible area of magnetism around a magnet

magnetic field

the two ends of a magnet where the magnetism is the strongest

magnetic poles

to draw by physical force or pull

compass

magnetism that results from an electric current

gaussmeter

attract
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magnetize

a group of atoms whose magnetic fields are aligned

repel

an instrument used to measure the strength of a magnet

magnetic domain

a process of making a substance magnetic
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Name :

Answer key

Magnetism
Match each word to its correct description.
electromagnetism

an invisible area of magnetism around a magnet

magnetic field

the two ends of a magnet where the magnetism is the strongest

magnetic poles

to draw by physical force or pull

compass

magnetism that results from an electric current

gaussmeter

attract
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magnetize

a group of atoms whose magnetic fields are aligned

repel

an instrument used to measure the strength of a magnet

magnetic domain

a process of making a substance magnetic
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